Case Study: Helping increase Customer dwell time & brand engagement
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What was your problem statement?
Unilever has 40+ iconic brands in India such as Surf
Excel, Dove, Fair & Lovely amongst others. The
organization structure is such that we have multiple
Brand Teams managing each of their brands
separately in terms of all marketing communications
& we wanted to bring about certain synergies
between all the barrage of communications that led
to the germination of the idea for a shopper loyalty
app for providing unified platform & Scapic helped us
in terms of increasing the engagement factor by
providing compelling use case like 3D models & AR
views.

Did Scapic help you solve your problem? How?
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Gamifying the solution where users could earn Unipay
points (our loyalty currency) to place the products in
the right spot in a room/finding the product. We plan
to develop multiple AR base games to keep our
shoppers hooked on to the App

“Scapic’s solution adds a ‘wow’
factor to our app.”

Yes, they provided us with two solutions.
3-D modelling of existing products with click-able
hotspots where users can learn more about its
products beyond what is mentioned on packaging.
e.g. ad videos, tips & tricks, offers
Placing the product pack within the confines of your
room, would help a user check how the pack would
look on shelf etc.

Can you describe the project in detail? Where
was the Scapic's solution utilised? How would
it help you?
Scapic’s solution was implemented in a ‘Play&Win’
equivalent section of our loyalty app called Unipay so
as to make it look & feel unique from the other similar
loyalty & grocery apps.

Can you give a testimonial on Scapic's solution
and working with Scapic?
Scapic has been one of the most responsible vendors
with whom we have collaborated. Right from Day-1,
they have been actively involved in providing us with
the exact customized solutions that we have been
looking for rather than trying to fit our requirements
into their existing offerings. In a way they have been
more like problem solvers & less of solution providers!
Moreover, their team has been extremely flexible
when it came to accommodating to our release
networks
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How would Scapic's solution benefit your
customer?
Scapic’s solution adds a ‘wow’ factor to our app and
makes an otherwise plain-vanilla loyalty app more
exciting by providing content in a novel format to our
consumers.

What is the plan to scale this up? Do you see
this being implemented for all your SKUs?
We modelled only 6 SKUs but there is a plan to
incorporate our portfolio further,~100-200 SKUs,
especially to fuel an omnichannel strategy and close
the loop with an e-commerce purchase or to make a
live in-store purchase more exciting.
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